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Abstract - Cloud computing is one of the most
modern research areas due to its ability to
decrease costs coupled with computing while
growing scalability and flexibility for computing
services. Cloud computing is one of the greatest
increasing technology of the IT trade for business.
Since cloud computing share distributed resources
through the network in the open environment,
hence it makes security problems very important
for us to develop the cloud computing
applications. So that they wanted to account their
data, Which are stored in cloud. It can make
available accountability for cloud data by using a
framework
called
Cloud
Information
Accountability (CIA). Here it uses Java Archives
(JAR) files for automatically log the usage of
user’s data. To support user’s control, it can
provide distributed auditing mechanism. So data
also encrypted in this scheme Hierarchical
identity based encryption (HIBE). In this method
various significant security services including
compression, encryption and authentication also.
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Through cloud computing clients can access
standardized IT resources to deploy new applications,
services or computing resources quickly without
reengineering their entire infrastructure, hence
making it dynamic. The core concept of cloud
computing is reducing the processing burden on the
users terminal by constantly improving the handling
ability of the cloud. All of this is available through a
simple internet connection using a standard browser.

Index terms: Cloud computing; Cloud security;
Accountability; Data sharing; JAR file; HIBE;
Fig: 1 cloud computing usage
I. INTRODUCTION
A cloud is normally contains a virtualized major part
of the computing resources, which could be
reallocated to the different purposes within short time
periods. The whole process of requesting and
receiving resources is typically automated and is
completed in minutes. The cloud computing is the
set of software, hardware, networks, storage, services
and interfaces that combines to deliver aspects of the
cloud computing as a service. Share resources,
software and information are provided to computers
and other devices on demand. It allows people to do
things they want to do on a computer without the
need for them to buy and build an IT infrastructure or
to understand the underlying technology.

From the viewpoint of data security, which has
always been an important part of quality of service,
Cloud Computing certainly positions a new
challenging security fears for number of reasons.
Firstly, customary cryptographic primitives for the
purpose of data security protection cannot be directly
agreed due to the users’ loss control of data under
Cloud Computing. Therefore, certification of correct
data storage in the cloud must be directed without
definite knowledge of the whole data. Bearing in
mind various kinds of data for each user stored in the
cloud and the demand of long term continuous
declaration of their data safety, the problem of
authenticating correctness of data storage in the cloud
becomes even more challenging.
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Secondly, Cloud Computing is not fair a third party
data warehouse. The data stored in the cloud may be
recurrently modernized by the users, including
insertion,
modification,
appending,
deletion,
reordering, etc.

Fig: 2 Cloud Computing Applications
To ensure storage correctness under dynamic data
update is hence of utmost importance. On the other
hand, this dynamic feature also makes traditional
integrity insurance techniques ineffective and
demands new solutions. Last but not the least, the
organization of Cloud Computing is powered by data
centers running in a synchronized, cooperated and
distributed manner. Individual user’s data is without
cause stored in multiple physical locations to
supplementary reduce the data integrity threats.
Accountability is likely to become a fundamental
concept incloud that growth the trust in cloud
computing. Ithelpsto suggestion the user’s data,
shielding sensitive andtrusted information, improving
user’s trust in cloudcomputing.
II CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY
Cloud store the mass amount of users’ data, so wellknown security is very important.The vendor of the
data does not aware about where their data is put in
storage and they do not have control of where data is
placed. Here it searches the security experiments in
cloud. Some of the security risks consist of secure
data transfer, data separation, secure stored data, user
access control, and secure software interface. To
promote JAR file compression method and security
concern of end users accountability mechanism is
used. Here the basic concept is that user’s private
data are sent to the cloud in an encrypted form, and
then with the encrypted data processing is carried out.

III ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THE CLOUD
Accountability become a fundamental concept in
cloud that helps to growth of trust in cloud
computing. The term Accountability [1] refers to a
contracted and inaccurate requirement that met by
reporting and reviewing mechanisms. Accountability
is the agreement to act as in authority proctor of the
personal information of others, to take accountability
for security and applicable use of that information
beyond legal requirements, and to be held responsible
for misuse of that information. Forthcoming
accountability use preventive controls. Preventive
controls for the cloud include risk analysis and policy
enforcement,
trust
assessment,
obfuscation
techniques, decision support tools, identity
management. Surveying accountability use detective
controls. Detective controls for the cloud
includereporting, auditing, tracking, and monitoring.
Accountability in cloud motivations on keeping the
data usagetrack able and transparent.

IV RELATED WORKS
A. DATA STORAGE SECURITY IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
The third party auditor (TPA), who has proficiency
and aptitudesthat cloud users do not need and is
trusted to consider the cloudstorage service security
on behalf of the user upon invitation.Users depend on
the CS for cloud data storage and preservation[19].
They may also enthusiastically interact with the CS
to accessand update their stored data for various
presentation purposes.The users may resort to TPA
for make sure the storage security oftheir outsourced
data, while expecting to keep their data privatefrom
TPA. We consider the survival of a semi-trusted CS
asdoes. Namely, in most of time it performs properly
and does not turn from the agreed protocol execution.
However, duringprovided that the cloud data storage
based on the services, for their ownbenefits the CS
might lack of care to keep or purposefully
deleterarely accessed data files which belong to
conventional cloud users.Moreover, the CS may
decide to hide the data exploitations causedby server
hacks or Byzantine failures to conserve
reputation.We assume the TPA, who is in the
business of auditing, is independent and reliable, and
thus has no encouragement to planwith either the CS
or the users during the auditing process.TPA should
be able to professionally audit the cloud data
storagewithout local copy of data and without
bringing in additionalon-line burden to cloud users.
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approach [15]. In this, trusted data are encrypted and
uploaded on cloud from client. It can be responsible
for an encryption solution to safeguard files and
allow users to view and edit the encrypted file stored
in cloud [10].

Fig: 2 Architecture cloud storage service
The Cloud Computing model of calculating is a
distributedapplication arrangement that partitions
tasks or amount of work betweenthe providers of a
resource or service, called Cloud servers.
Fig: 4 Design of hybrid cloud infrastructure
B.
TOWARD
PUBLICLY
AUDITABLE
SECURE CLOUD DATA STORAGE SERVICES
The authors recommend that publicly auditable cloud
datastorage is able to help this emerging cloud
reduced becomefully established. Publicauditability,
a trusted entity withexpertise and capabilities data
owners do not possess canbe passed on as peripheral
audit party to assess the riskof contract out data when
needed. Such anreviewing servicenot only helps save
data owners’ working out the resources butalso
provides a transparent up till now cost-effective
method fordata owners to gain trust in the cloud.

Here the public cloud acts as a storage cloud. In the
paper use the Drop box that can provide a cloud
based service. So, Private cloud is used for the access
control, authentication and key management also.
D. MULTI AGENT SYSTEM IN THE CLOUD
In the multi agent system techniques provide by the
cloud computing security of cloud data storage
(CDS) among it. In the architecture offered eleven
attributes generated from four main security policies
included integrity, correctness, availability and
confidentially of the user data in the cloud.
E. PROOF-CARRYING CODE FOR OPEN
ENVIRONMENT

Fig: 3 Architecture of Accountability trust in cloud
The author describemethodologies and system
requirements
that
should
be
conveyedintoconsideration,
and
framework
challenges that need to bedetermined for such a
publicly auditable secure cloud storage service to
become a authenticity [9].
C.HYBRID CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
In the cloud storage has several merits over the cloud
data storage. It can be access any location through the
internet. So, storing data leakage possible to the
cloud service. Here it is used for the cryptographic

Software system used many different computation
features and abstraction levels. These will be initial
certified systems; it is hard to have a single
verification system supportivefor all the computation
features.Certified modules (i.e., proof and code) can
be linked self-possessed to build fully qualified
systems. The framework supports segmental proof
and verification reuse. It is also communicative
enough so that invariants recognized in specific
verification systems are preserved even when they
are embedded into our framework [4].
F. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY IN
DATA SECURITY
In cloud computing, the stored data must be secured.
There are many security risks available that include
data segregation, data location and recovery etc.
Cloud data are usually transmitting between cloud
storage and users. The user doesn’t know the
particular location where the data are storing. Here
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authentication and encryption can be providing to the
data with elliptic curve cryptography [3]. Elliptic
curve cryptography can provide authentication and
confidentiality of data between the clouds.
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a type of
public-key cryptography (PKC) that is based on the
algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields.
The security of ECC is based on the stiffness of the
elliptic curve discrete logarithm badly behaved, and
achieves RSA-equivalent security with a much
smaller elliptic curve group; for example, a 163-bit
key in ECC is considered to be as secure as 1024-bit
key in RSA [16]. ECC putting into practice use less
memory and processing power, which allows them to
be used on compacted platforms such as smart cards
and smart phones.
G. IDENTITY BASED ENCRYPTION FOR
CLOUD COMPUTING
In the form of public-key cryptography in which use
by the third-party server uses a simple identifier, such
as the mail-id, to generate the encrypting and
decrypting the electronic messages.Associated with
typical public-key cryptography, this importantly
reduces the difficulty of the encryption method for
both administrators and users.In this process, which
can be introduced by the sender, a unique identifier
of the recipient (such as his mail-id) is used to
compute a public key [3]. A trusted third-party
server, called for the private-key generator, uses a
cryptographic algorithm to analyze the equivalent
private key from the public key. In this way,
receivers can create their own private keys directly
from the server as desirable, and they don't have to
concern about allocating their public keys.

Fig: 6 identity based signature
Pros:




Keys expire, so they don't need to be revoked. In
a traditional public-key system, keys must be
revoked if compromised.
Less vulnerable to spam.
Enables postdating of messages for future
decryption.

Cons:




Requires a centralized server. IBE's centralized
approach implies that some keys must be created
and held in escrow and are therefore at greater
risk of disclosure.
Requires a secure channel between a sender or
recipient and the IBE server for transmitting the
private key.

H. JAR FILES AND COMPRESSION
A JAR (Java ARchive) is a file that contains the
image, class and sound files for a java application or
applet assembled a single file and feasibly
compressed. When a programmer gets a java
program development kit, a small program or
convenience called ―jar‖ is included. The
jarconvenience lets the programmer create, list
andextract the individual files from a jar file. They
wantto keep track their data for knowing whether
data is secure or not. Here a framework is used know
as Cloud Information Accountability (CIA). It can
provide end to end accountability in distributed
approach and also it combines with usage control,
access control and authentication.

Fig:5 identity based encryption
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identity [6], as an example, Bob's identity in the
HIBE system may be represented as,
(IDBob; IDCompany) = (Bob; cryptworld:com)
This work is tells in general tomanageable code
transfer, such as java tools,and more particularly to
be responsible for security andauthentication of
manageable code for use by mobiledevice or other
computing devices moderatelynarrow computing
resources and some degree ofcommunication
bandwidth.

Fig: 7 CIA frameworks
Here Java Archives (JAR) files are used for
mechanically log the procedure of the user data. JAR
file take account of user’s data and their policies such
as right to use control policies and logging policies.
By using this framework it helps to growth the
trustiness of cloud.
V. EXISTING SYSTEM
Cloud security must be handling with the full care of
security. Cloud computing can access the usage
control, access control and authentication.
Considering the above related works cloud security
can be provided by using many methods. Among that
the most efficient method is providing by
accountability. So, data awareness also very
important in the cloud security. The attacker may
assume that the allowing data without noticed by the
data owner.Such attacks will be discovered by our
auditing mechanism. But it does not enable the data
owner to audit even those copies of its data that were
made without his knowledge.
VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the proposed system security schemes have
beenimplemented to the address of the security
issues. Itan accessible the JAR file format. It is
automaticcreated by the log files it contains the (ID,
Action,Time, Records id, Signature) log record form.
Inaddition, JAR maintenances compression, which
reducesthe file size, further improving the download
time. The data also encrypted format. One drawback
of the IBE scheme is that heavy workloads are
executed on a single PKG. To resolve this problem,
a chain of command of PKGs in which the PKGs
have to compute private keys only to the entities
immediately below them in the hierarchy should be
incorporated to a normal IBE scheme [3]. In this
hierarchical IBE scheme, which we call a ―HIBE"
scheme, the users are no longer identified by a single

VII CONCLUSION
In the cloud computing ensure that the trust of cloud
from accountability. CIA framework accessible
through the JAR files and data also encrypted format
by using the Hierarchical identity based encryption.
Similarly to the case of the design and realization of
an IBE scheme, could not have a fully functional
HIBE scheme. In addition the JAR file can
authenticate. So, that it allows the powerful
applications too many different mobile devices,
information gathering capabilities very high and
flexibility.
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